Brain activity at rest is characterized by widely distributed and spatially specific patterns of synchronized lowfrequency blood-oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) fluctuations, which correspond to physiologically relevant brain networks. This network behaviour is known to persist also during task execution, yet the details underlying task-associated modulations of within-and between-network connectivity are largely unknown. In this study we exploited a multi-parametric and multi-scale approach to investigate how low-frequency fluctuations adapt to a sustained n-back working memory task. We found that the transition from the resting state to the task state involves a behaviourally relevant and scale-invariant modulation of synchronization patterns within both task-positive and default mode networks. Specifically, decreases of connectivity within networks are accompanied by increases of connectivity between networks. In spite of large and widespread changes of connectivity strength, the overall topology of brain networks is remarkably preserved. We show that these findings are strongly influenced by connectivity at rest, suggesting that the absolute change of connectivity (i.e., disregarding the baseline) may not be the most suitable metric to study dynamic modulations of functional connectivity. Our results indicate that a task can evoke scale-invariant, distributed changes of BOLD fluctuations, further confirming that low frequency BOLD oscillations show a specialized response and are tightly bound to task-evoked activation.
Introduction
Spatially correlated, low-frequency BOLD oscillations occur in the brain both at rest and during the execution of a task (Rogers et al., 2007) . The physiological relevance of low-frequency brain fluctuations during the resting state is evidenced by the existence of brain-wide networks that span across functionally-linked cortical areas (Damoiseaux et al., 2006; Yeo et al., 2011) . Low-frequency BOLD fluctuations have been also shown to influence behaviour (Fox et al., 2007; Hampson et al., 2006) and contribute to variability in task-evoked responses (Fox et al., 2006) . Noticeably, alterations of functional connectivity (FC) have been associated with several brain diseases (Calhoun et al., 2008; Gili et al., 2011; Greicius, 2008; Mascali et al., 2015 Mascali et al., , 2018 Prodoehl et al., 2014) .
Considerable efforts have been devoted to characterize stationary task-related changes of brain networks, recently reviewed by Gonzalez-Castillo and Bandettini (2017) . In general, multiple classes of evoked activity, while introducing task-specific features, do not significantly change the whole-brain patterns of correlated intrinsic fluctuations (Cole et al., 2014) . Indeed, when subjects are cognitively engaged, correlated fluctuations seem to preserve their spatial structure (although with intensity modulations) within both the default mode network (DMN) (Fransson, 2006; Vatansever et al., 2015b) and the task-positive network (Fox et al., 2005) . Accordingly, Independent Component Analysis (ICA) decompositions of resting state and task-based fMRI response showed almost overlapping areas (Smith et al., 2009) .
In spite of this consistency, the spatial scale and behavioural relevance of connectivity modulations associated with task executions are not yet completely understood. In fact, there is ambiguous evidence of how patterns of low frequency BOLD fluctuations change during the continuous performance of cognitive or sensory stimulations. Hampson et al. (2004) observed a spatial reduction of areas functionally connected to MT/V5 during a visual motion task, suggesting a transition to more spatially specialized network processes. On the other hand, other authors reported task-associated increments of functional connectivity between areas that are considered engaged during task-based experiments (Hampson et al., 2002; Lowe et al., 2000; Newton et al., 2007) , but even in this case the phenomenon was explained in terms of a change of the connected subareas within a network . Within the DMN, task-associated reductions of connectivity have been usually observed (Gordon et al., 2014; Hampson et al., 2006) , along with DMN deactivation (Fornito et al., 2012) , and have thus been interpreted as evidence for DMN disengagement induced by task (see Anticevic et al., 2012 and references therein) . Similar conclusions were drawn based on more complex behaviours of DMN connectivity, suggestive of an internal specialized structure, responding to the task with dissociation (Fornito et al., 2012; Leech et al., 2011) . Converging evidence suggests that this internal dissociation might arise from the dynamic cooperation of DMN components with regions actively engaged by the task (Bray et al., 2015; Fornito et al., 2012; Leech et al., 2011; Piccoli et al., 2015; Spreng et al., 2010) .
Connectivity within the DMN at rest and during task execution, but not the task-associated change of connectivity, were found to be correlated with performance in an n-back task, suggesting that DMN connectivity is a prerequisite for correct task execution (Hampson et al., 2006) . Similarly, the connectivity between DMN and other networks during task execution has been repeatedly shown to be behaviourally relevant. Vatansever and colleagues (Vatansever et al., 2015b) reported that connectivity between DMN and somatomotor network during a motor task predicts faster motor reaction times. Fornito et al. (2012) found that connectivity between the DMN and selected areas of the task positive network is associated with more rapid memory recollection. Finally, Elton and Gao observed a significant relationship between flexible changes of DMN connectivity and behaviour, indicating the behavioural relevance not only of network features during task, but also of network changes associated with tasks covering multiple domains Gao, 2015a, 2015b) . In addition, Shultz and Cole reported that a smaller topological reorganization of whole-brain networks during task is related to behavioural performance and to personal intelligence (Schultz and Cole, 2016) . This latter result is rather at odd with previous reports showing that a high degree of whole-brain fast network reconfiguration during n-back task is correlated to enhanced working memory performance and overall cognitive flexibility (Braun et al., 2015) .
Albeit the heterogeneity of the experimental procedures renders any strict conclusion difficult, two issues are likely to be related to the previously described, somewhat incoherent findings: 1) the baseline upon which connectivity changes are computed and 2) the spatial scale at which the connectivity is probed. Regarding the former point, various relationships characterized by variable specificity have been found between pre-stimulus baseline and brain connectivity (Gordon et al., 2014; Tailby et al., 2015) . Accordingly, it has been suggested that evoked activity may not be simply additive over baseline (Huang et al., 2017 and references therein) . In addition, the ongoing debate around the suitability of global signal regression in resting-state analyses highlights the importance of defining a proper baseline (Murphy and Fox, 2017 and references therein) . Regarding the latter point, conventional functional connectivity measures include also long range correlations, thus a multi-scale analysis including a strictly local measure of connectivity (e.g., regional homogeneity, Zang et al., 2004) can help disentangling the contribution from network modules of different size.
The aim of this study was to investigate the spatial scale at which functional connectivity is dynamically influenced by cognitive engagement, probing how connectivity changes in response to task execution. We also aimed at determining a suitable metric to identify behavioural relevant functional connectivity modulations. To this purpose, we extensively characterized network features during both resting state and sustained working memory (WM) task execution.
Material and methods

Subjects
Twenty right-handed Italian-speaking subjects (8 females, age 33 AE 6 years) participated in the study. All subjects were in good health and had no past history of neurological or psychiatric disease. Subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal (via contact lenses) visual acuity. The study was carried out in accordance with a protocol approved by the Ethics Committee of Santa Lucia Foundation in Rome. Recruited subjects gave written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and European Union regulations.
Images acquisition
Data were collected on a 3 T MRI Scanner (Magnetom Allegra, Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany) equipped with a standard birdcage coil. Functional images were acquired via a Gradient-Echo Planar Imaging (GE-EPI) sequence (TR ¼ 2100 ms, TE ¼ 30 ms, FA ¼ 70 , voxel size 3 Â 3 Â 2.5 mm 3 ) lasting 24 min and 38 s for a total of 704 volumes (4 dummy scans included). The slices were positioned starting from the vertex and covered the whole cerebrum. The cerebellum was not consistently included in the field of view of each subject, and was excluded from any analysis. High resolution T 1 -weighted images were acquired for anatomic reference and tissue segmentation purpose using a Magnetization Prepared Rapid Acquisition Gradient Echo (MPRAGE, TE ¼ 4.38 ms, TR ¼ 2000 ms, FA ¼ 8 , voxel size 1.33 Â 1.33 Â 1 mm 3 ).
Stimulation paradigm
The functional stimulation, composed of both auditory and visual components, was generated using Cogent 2000 (Laboratory of Neurobiology, Wellcome Trust, London, UK) under Matlab 7.1 (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, USA) and delivered during functional scans through the standard MRI headphone system and through a digital light processing projector. The projector was located outside the magnet room and projected the visual stimulus on a screen positioned behind the subject, who viewed it through a mirror mounted on the head coil.
The stimulation paradigm (Supplementary Figure 1) consisted of alternated long-lasting epochs of open-eyes resting state and sustained auditory working memory task (4 min and 54 s each, starting with a resting-state epoch). The auditory working memory task involved continuous n-back trials administered in epochs either at "high" load (2-back) or "low" load (1-back). Each trial was composed of a 500-ms window, in which subjects were aurally presented with a vowel (pseudorandomly chosen among A, E, or O), and a subsequent 1600-ms response window, during which subjects had to report whether the current vowel was the same as the one presented one stimulus prior (1-back) or two stimuli prior (2-back). Subjects responded via an MRI compatible 2-button keyboard, with one button reserved for positive responses (matching trial) and one button reserved for negative responses (not matching trial). During the entire functional run, subjects were asked to maintain the gaze on the center of the screen which was marked by one degree circle over a uniform black background. The fixation circle changed color to indicate the functional condition: grey for rest, red for vowel presentation window and green for response window. At the beginning of each working memory epoch the text "1-back" or "2-back" appeared on the screen. Subjects were trained for approximately 30 min before entering the scanner.
Two functional runs were acquired for each subject during the same experimental session, with epoch ordering: rest/1-back/rest/2-back/rest or rest/2-back/rest/1-back/rest. Run order was counterbalanced across subjects. The stimulation paradigm started after the second dummy scan (i.e., was overall shifted backwards by 2 TR) to roughly account for hemodynamic delay.
Working-memory performance
Subjects WM responses were monitored at runtime and recorded for later correlation analyses with FC metrics. Behavioural data from 3 subjects could not be recorded for technical problems, leaving a total of 17 subjects for behavioural analysis. Subject performance during each task epoch was evaluated in terms of accuracy obtained as the percentage of valid responses on the number of trials. A response was deemed valid if both correct and given during the response window.
Images preprocessing
Functional and structural MRI data were preprocessed using functional connectivity toolbox (CONN 17c; Whitfield-Gabrieli and Nieto-Castanon, 2012) , and analysed with dedicated in-house routines based on Matlab R2013a (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, USA) and AFNI (Cox, 1996) . Preprocessing of functional data included the following steps: (i) removal of first four volumes (dummy scans) to assure that the MR signal reached stability (ii) compensation of systematic slice-dependent time shifts by phase shift in the Fourier domain, (iii) rigid body registration for inter-frame head motion within and across runs, (iv) unwarp algorithm to reduce the susceptibility-by-movements effects (Andersson et al., 2001 ) and (v) normalization to Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space (voxel size 2 Â 2 Â 2 mm 3 ) using as source image the EPI mean volume obtained from step ii. T 1 weighted images were segmented to obtain grey matter (GM), white matter (WhM) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) probability maps in MNI space. Any further analysis of functional data was constrained to a common GM mask which was defined by thresholding at 50% the across-subjects average of GM probability maps. Functional data were further processed regressing out spurious variance using a general linear model (3dTproject, AFNI routine). The following regressors were included in the model: a second order Legendre polynomial, a basis of sines and cosines to model frequencies outside the band of interest (0.008-0.09 Hz), the six estimated motion parameters and their first derivative, the first five eigenvectors from time series within a WhM mask (obtained thresholding the subject probability map at 70% and eroding the resulting binary map by 2 voxels to avoid partial volume effects) and the first five eigenvectors from the time series within a CSF mask (threshold ¼ 80%, one voxel erosion), following the aCompCor approach (Behzadi et al., 2007) . To further reduce the impact of motion on BOLD time series, data were censored by removing time points with more than 0.4 mm of displacement (estimated as the Euclidian norm of motion parameters derivatives) along with each previous time point. The choice of the censoring threshold was not critical: preliminary testing showed that different thresholds did not impact the overall results. Censoring was applied during the regression step removing time points from both data and regressors. Finally, spatial smoothing, constrained to the common GM mask, was applied with an 8 Â 8 Â 8 mm 3 FWHM Gaussian kernel (3dBlurInMask, AFNI routine). An unsmoothed version of the data was retained for specific computation steps, as described below. Each processed functional run was then split in its five epochs. The first resting state epoch of each run was used only for network definition and cortical parcellation, and then discarded from further processing to avoid double dipping (Kriegeskorte et al., 2009) . The following four epochs were later used to extract epoch-related functional parameters.
Head motion assessment
The frame-wise displacement (FD), as defined in (Power et al., 2012) , was computed to assess head movements during functional scans. For each run, the FD series obtained from the realignment parameters was split in 4 series corresponding to the 4 functional epochs. Then, the averaged FD was compared across epochs by paired t-tests.
ICA-based network definition
The first resting-state epochs of each run were analysed to extract the main resting-state networks which served as reference to study functional connectivity modulations associated with task execution. The networks were derived via group ICA using the FSL routine MELODIC (Beckmann and Smith, 2004) . The decomposition was applied to the 4-dimensional time series obtained by concatenating in the temporal dimension the first resting-state epoch (of each run) of all studied subjects. Among the resulting eleven independent components we identified six networks of interest based on visual inspection and cross-correlation with the network atlas defined by Yeo et al. (2011) . The six identified networks were labelled as Dorsal Attention (DAN), Default Mode (DMN), Frontoparietal (FPN), Somatomotor (SMN), Ventral Attention (VAN) and Visual (VIS) network (Fig. 1 ).
Cortical parcellation
To investigate functional connectivity modulations at multiple spatial scales, the cortex was parcelled into a variable number of ROIs, via a 2-level analysis that built group level ROIs based on the similarity between each voxel time courses. The approach, fully described elsewhere (Craddock et al., 2012) , was applied to the same epochs used for ICA decomposition, and was used to obtain 150, 250, 350, 500, 750 and 1000 ROIs. ROIs were then classified into one of the ICA resting-state derived networks with a minimum overlap criterion (threshold ¼ 65%). ROIs with insufficient overlap were excluded from further analyses, finally obtaining brain parcellations into 60, 110, 146, 227, 347, 477 ROIs, respectively.
Network metrics
The following metrics were computed to study task-associated modulations in network properties. Each metric was computed separately in each functional epoch, thus they represent specific network features at specific steady-state conditions. Prior to statistical comparison, metrics computed from homologous epochs belonging to different runs were averaged for each subject, after preliminary analyses that indicated a much lower variance between homologous epochs than between epochs corresponding to different conditions.
Within-network FC. For each ICA-derived network, we defined within-network FC as the average of z-Fisher transformed Pearson's coefficients obtained correlating each within-network voxel time-course with the network average time-course. To enhance signal-to-noise ratio without losing spatial specificity, the average network time course was extracted from unsmoothed functional data and correlated to smoothed data. The metric assesses the internal network coherence at large scale.
Between-network/ROIs FC. For each network (or ROI), an average time-course was extracted from unsmoothed data and correlated to each other network (or ROI) time-course, leading to a network-to-network (or ROI-to-ROI) correlation matrix. A z-Fisher transformation was applied to the correlation matrix to improve normality.
Regional Homogeneity. The similarity of time series at small spatial scale was evaluated by computing Regional Homogeneity (Zang et al., 2004) . For each voxel in the common GM mask, ReHo was computed as the Kendall's coefficient of concordance among the selected voxel time series and the time series of its 18 nearest neighbours (3dReHo, AFNI). Given the known influence of spatial smoothing on ReHo (Xi-Nian Zuo et al., 2013), the computation was performed on unsmoothed data. ReHo values were then averaged in the ICA-derived networks to assess the internal network coherence at small scale (as opposed to within-network FC).
Statistical analyses
Task-associated changes of network metrics. Functional connectivity modulations associated with task execution were evaluated for statistical significance by repeated-measures ANOVA and paired t-tests. Tests were conducted for each functional metric (ReHo, within-and between-network FC) considering the following epochs: 1-back, rest, 2-back, rest. Prior to statistical comparison, the bias due to different amount of head movements during different steady-state epochs was mitigated by regressing out, via a general linear model, the epochaveraged FD. ANOVA results were corrected for multiple comparisons (across networks) via false discovery rate (FDR).
Multi-scale assessment of task-associated changes in FC. For each parcellation scheme, the average correlation matrix at task (irrespectively of the cognitive load) was compared to the average correlation matrix at rest via paired t-tests. The epoch-averaged FD was used as nuisance covariate in statistical comparisons. For the 110-ROIs parcellation scheme, the significant task-associated changes in FC were assessed at p < 0.05, corrected via false discovery rate (FDR) using the Matlab toolbox NBS (https://www.nitrc.org/projects/nbs/), and their spatial representation was visualized with BrainNet Viewer (Xia et al., 2013) .
Rest vs task FC relationship. To check for the influence of resting connectivity on connectivity changes, a linear model between FC at rest, FC R ; and FC at task FC T , was tested:
which implies for connectivity change ΔFC ¼ FC T À FC R the following relationship:
The model in eq.
(1) was tested separately for each subject using the 110-ROIs parcellation. Specifically, for each subject, correlation matrices calculated from resting epochs and those calculated from task epochs were averaged separately, leading to two correlation matrices. Then, the upper triangular part of the two correlation matrices were split according to the six ICA-derived networks, leading to 21 arrays of correlations which included 6 within-network and 15 between-network sets of correlations. For each array, correlations belonging to rest matrix FC R and those belonging to task matrix FC T were fed to the model in eq. (1). Finally, β 0 and β 1 were estimated via ordinary least squares method.
The explanatory power of linear and constant terms in eq. (2) were estimated by computing the respective coefficient of determination, R 2 , as squared inter-subject Pearson's correlation coefficient between each of the two explanatory variable and ΔFC. FC and subject's accuracy. The behavioural relevance of within and between-network FC was assessed via partial correlations with subject's accuracy in task execution, controlling for the effect of epoch-averaged FD. Accuracy was separately correlated with FC during rest, during task and with the relative change (ΔFC ¼ FC T À FC R ). The behavioural relevance of the model in eq (1) was also tested correlating subject's accuracy with the estimated β 0 and β 1 . Results were corrected for multiple comparisons via FDR.
Numerical results. All numerical results are given as mean AE standard deviation, unless otherwise stated. ; VIS, p ¼ 2.2*10 À6 ), being lower during task conditions compared to resting epochs as revealed by post-hoc paired t-tests. Significance of t-tests is marked with asterisks: *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05. Note than in this figure and in following Fig. 3 and 4 the horizontal axis does not represent a continuous timeline, because of randomization of epochs order (see Methods). However, each task epoch was kept together with the rest epoch immediately following it.
Results
Subjects' functional response and behaviour
Subjects' functional response to the complex task was strong and widespread, encompassing all the brain domains, and in particular all the investigated networks (Supplementary Figure 2) . Subjects' accuracy during task was consistently high and above chance level, with an average of (97 AE 2) % of correct responses during the low-load condition and (84 AE 8) % during the high-load condition. The two conditions significantly differed in subject's accuracy (paired t-test, p < 10 À5 ). Percentage of correct responses did not show any tendency to change during the second run (paired t-test, p > 0.57). As expected from previous studies (Huijbers et al., 2017) , subjects moved more during resting epochs compared to task epochs, with an average FD of (0.14 AE 0.05) mm during rest and (0.09 AE 0.03) mm during task (paired t-test, p < 10 À5 ). To reduce the bias due to the different amount of head movements, results were corrected for the epoch-averaged FD.
Connectivity changes in the ICA-derived networks
The WM task influenced the synchronization of BOLD low-frequency fluctuations, leading to a diffused decrease of within-network functional connectivity compared with rest. Indeed, within-network FC was generally reduced during both low-and high-load task in all considered networks, including the DMN, with an average decrement of (7.8 AE 1.8) % (mean AE SEM, standard error of the mean) during task execution (Fig. 2) . Increased cognitive load caused a significant effect only within FPN, with a reduction of connectivity at n ¼ 2 vs n ¼ 1 (p ¼ 0.038).
The strong modulation of within-network connectivity was mirrored by widespread, opposite changes of between-network connectivity. The effect was very strong for DMN-VAN and DMN-DAN connectivity, and was well noticeable also in connections between DAN, VAN and FPN, namely DAN-VAN, DAN-FPN, VAN-FPN . All the between-network connections showed some significant task-related changes, except DMN-FPN, DMN-VIS and SMN-VAN. The detail of changes is shown in Fig. 3 .
The behaviour of low-frequency fluctuations was essentially the same at the opposite extremum of the spatial scale we investigated, Fig. 3 . Between-network FC across different steady-state epochs. Plots show the between-network FC for each ICA-derived network as a function of the epoch condition (1B, REST, 2B, REST). In each plot, the group-averaged mean and SEM are displayed on top of single subject time-courses. With the exception of three network pairs (DMN-FPN, DMN-VIS and VAN-SMN) , each couple of networks showed significant differences in FC among epochs (one-way repeated-measures ANOVA, p-FDR < 0.05). Post-hoc paired t-tests showed significant increases in FC during task epochs (*** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05).
represented by ReHo, which probes similarity among timeseries of neighbouring voxels. ReHo values averaged in the ICA-derived networks were systematically and substantially reduced during task by (6.4 AE 0.2) % (mean AE SEM). The effect was rather homogeneous in all networks, and within DMN and FPN was characterized by a significant effect of load (Fig. 4A) . ReHo changes were correlated to changes of within-network connectivity in 5 out of 6 investigated networks, suggesting that the reported change of connectivity tends to be scale invariant within large brain networks (Fig. 4B) .
Multi-scale assessment of connectivity changes
The multi-scale analysis showed an overall task-associated reduction in connectivity within each network (see the diagonal partitions in Fig. 5A and B) , at each parcellation scale (from 60 to 477 ROIs), and thus at each ROI size (from 688 AE 181 to 108 AE 34 voxels). Connectivity between ROIs belonging to different networks was generally lower than connectivity between ROIs from the same network both at rest and at task, and had a tendency to increase during task (out of diagonal partitions in Fig. 5A and B) . Internal structure of the DMN, showing anterior and posterior partitions characterized by a high internal integration and a weaker but discernible correlation between them, is seen at each parcellation scheme. The same feature emerged also for VAN, but limited to parcellations into high number of ROIs (from 146).
The spatial representation of significant changes of the adjacency matrix for 110-ROIs confirms that during task several internetwork connections increased their strength, including connectivity between nodes in the posterior DMN (cingulum) and motor areas (superior temporal gyrus), in DMN (parietal Inferior lobe) and DAN areas (middle occipital lobe), in DMN (superior frontal orbital gyrus) and VAN (temporal middle gyrus) areas, as well as connections between VIS areas (cuneus) and nodes in the supplementary motor area. In addition, significant higher connections were found between nodes in DAN and nodes in VAN and FPN (Fig. 6a) . On the other hand, the decrease of connectivity related to task was mainly confined to nodes within the same network, with the DMN and especially its temporal areas representing the large majority of changes. Two exceptions, significant for amplitude of connectivity change and for their high degree of centrality, are a node in the precuneus (DAN), which strongly decreased its connectivity with nodes in the anterior and posterior DMN and in the FPN, and a node in the inferior frontal gyrus (FPN) that decreased its connectivity with a node in the anterior DMN.
Relationship between rest and task connectivity
In spite of the widespread task-related modulations of functional connectivity, the overall topology of brain networks was remarkably preserved in the transition from rest to WM task. Across the 110-ROIs parcellation, connectivity during task was highly correlated to connectivity at rest in the whole brain (Fig. 7A, r ¼ 0.94, p<<10   À5 ). Similarity between networks at rest and during task was equally high within each of the investigated networks separately (Fig. 7B) , and was only marginally reduced between ROIs in different networks (Fig. 7C) , thus confirming the preservation of connectivity both within and between networks. Variability between subjects is represented in Supplementary figure 3, which shows the regression plots corresponding to Fig. 7B and C performed separately for each subject. Similarity between networks at rest and during task was conspicuously confirmed at each spatial scale In each plot, the group-averaged mean and SEM are displayed on top of single subject time-courses. In all networks, ReHo significantly differed among epochs (one-way repeated-measures ANOVA, p-FDR « 10 À5 ) and was reduced by task, as revealed by post-hoc paired t-tests. Significance of t-tests is marked with asterisks: *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05. In DMN and FPN the reduction was characterized by a significant effect of load. B) Correlations between ReHo changes and FC changes. Correlation coefficient and p values were reported for each network. The correlation was significant for 5 out of 6 investigated networks.
(Supplementary figure 4) . Visual examination of the plots in Fig. 7 , as well as the results of general linear modelling of task vs rest connectivity across ROIs (Table 1) indicated that the swap from rest to task is associated with two effects: a rigid, whole-brain switch to higher values of connectivity (β 0 in Table 1) , and a slope linking connectivity during task and at rest that is positive but less than unitary (β 1 in Table 1 ). In other words, the task-associated change of connectivity is a decreasing function of connectivity at rest (eq. (2), with 0<β 1 <1). The multi-scale patterns of connectivity changes shown in Fig. 5B are largely explained by this effect, insofar connectivity between ROIs in the same network is generally high (Fig. 5A) , and thus the effect of FC R *β 1 is large and overcomes the effect of β 0 , resulting in a decrease of connectivity, while the opposite is true for connectivity between ROIs in different networks. Overall, on average in all networks and subjects, the variance of ΔFC is dominated by the linear term in eq. (2) (R 2 ¼ 0.36), while the constant term accounts for about one sixth of the linear term variance (R 2 ¼ 0.06).
Behavioural relevance of functional connectivity findings
The most striking confirmation of the physiological relevance of the slope of FC T vs FC R comes from the analysis of behavioural correlates of the connectivity changes. Subjects' accuracy was significantly and positively correlated with connectivity between several networks both at rest and during task (Fig. 8A) . The effect at rest was strong for connectivity between DMN and VAN/DAN, but was also significant for connections with VIS, and within SMN. During task, the correlation was very high and significant between DMN on one side and VAN and SMN on the other. In spite of this complex pattern of correlations, the association between subjects' accuracy and change (i.e. difference) of connectivity between task and rest tended to be weakly negative and did not reach significance for any couple of networks. However, we found a strong inverse correlation between subject's accuracy and β 1 of VAN-DAN and VAN-DMN connectivity, as well as β 1 of connectivity within DMN (Fig. 8B , model parameters are estimated from the 110-parcellation scheme). In other words, the lower the slope of FC T vs FC R , the higher the accuracy. Subject's accuracy was not correlated to β 0 (p-FDR > 0.9). Finally, the correlation matrices between subject's accuracy and model parameters (i.e., β 1 and β 0 ) were highly reproducible across all the investigated scales as demonstrated by significant Kendall coefficients of concordance (W) among correlation matrices (W ¼ 0.81, p < 10 À11 for β 1 and W ¼ 0.79, p < 10 À10 for β 0 ).
Discussion
Spontaneous low-frequency BOLD fluctuations characterize the physiological brain activity both at rest and during task execution. . Spatial representation of significant FC changes for the 110-ROIs parcellation scheme. Significant task-associated changes in FC were assessed via paired t-test (thresholded at p-FDR < 0.05) and visualized in BrainNet Viewer (Xia et al., 2013) . Colour code represents ICA derived networks as in Fig. 1 , line thickness represents significance of connectivity changes and sphere radius represents the degree centrality (number of significant edges associated with a given node). (a) Representation of the inter-networks connections increasing during task compared to rest condition. (b) Representation of the inter-networks connections decreasing during task compared to rest condition.
Indeed, when the brain is engaged in a cognitive activity, lowfrequency fluctuations coexist with the task-related BOLD response. Despite their proved relevance, how they get modulated during a sustained stimulation, as well as the behavioural relevance of their modulation, is still matter of debate (Gonzalez-Castillo and Bandettini, 2017) . We sought to characterize the task-associated modulation of low-frequency fluctuations by means of a multi-parametric and multi-scale approach, in order to define the spatial scale of connectivity changes.
Previous similar studies usually adopted conventional block-design paradigms including relatively short epochs to disentangle ongoing brain activity from task-evoked response, combined with regression techniques that heavily rely on a correct modelling of bulk BOLD response to task (e.g. see Gonzalez-Castillo and Bandettini, 2017; and references in Anticevic et al., 2012) . Modelling the BOLD response in order to remove it as a confound is an open issue: for example, BOLD response is known to be non-linear with the stimulus duration (Miller et al., 2001; Vazquez and Noll, 1998; Yeşilyurt et al., 2008) . We chose to employ a modest number of protracted steady-state epochs (5 min each) that can be treated separately, and where the relative weight of hemodynamic response transients is minimized. Moreover, epoch to epoch variability and slow drifts of bulk BOLD response to task are outside the passband of the filter. Albeit it is not clear how the brain response adapts to continuous stimulations (e.g. Simon and Buxton, 2015) , long stimulation epochs have been exploited in a number of functional studies on humans (Bandettini et al., 1997; Howseman et al., 1998) , and a stable metabolic response was reported (Mangia et al., 2006) . Steady-state conditions were exploited as well for studies of functional connectivity conceptually similar to the present paper (Hampson et al., 2006; Newton et al., 2007 Newton et al., , 2011 . Recently, Kwon and colleagues showed that longer epochs result in better sensitivity to connectivity changes associated to task, ruling out a major role of vascular confounds (Kwon et al., 2017) . The reported evidence suggests that our results are mainly determined by the connectivity arising from ongoing BOLD fluctuations rather than from focal response. However, these signals are very difficult to completely disentangle, and the presence of residual contaminations cannot be entirely ruled out.
Multi-scale connectivity modulations during sustained WM stimulation
We adopted a multi-parametric approach to study task-related modulations of spontaneous BOLD low-frequency fluctuations, and observed a complex pattern of adjustments during task. Modulations in the synchronization of low-frequency fluctuations were found in large part the cerebral cortex, including both DMN and task-related networks (sensorimotor, frontoparietal and attentional). During task, the internal synchronization of networks was generally reduced, as indicated by decreased within-network FC (Fig. 2) . The task-associated decrease of correlation at full network scale was accompanied by increased functional segregation at voxel scale, as indicated by decreased ReHo (Fig. 4A) . The two effects were indeed correlated (Fig. 4B ), suggesting that a task-driven decrease of correlation within functionally homogeneous areas is a scale invariant feature of the brain function, as confirmed by multi-scale analysis, which showed reduced within-network connectivity during task for all parcellation schemes (Fig. 5) . These results are in agreement with the findings reported by Hampson et al. (2004) , who found a more spatially limited network during a motion detection task compared to resting state, suggesting that a smaller network engages specifically during a visual task. Similar findings were also reported by Fransson and colleagues (Fransson, 2006) , who found reduced connectivity in the DAN during sustained tasks, and by Gordon et al. (2014) , who reported a reduced connectivity within the temporoparietal network during a working memory task.
However, while we observed a systematic reduction of connectivity within networks, we also observed an increase of connectivity between networks during task execution (Fig. 3) , which was also observed at different parcellation schemes (Fig. 5) . Indeed, other works reported that some classes of tasks, including n-back working memory, tend to increase connectivity in a number of task-relevant networks (Hampson et al., 2002; Lowe et al., 2000; Newton et al., 2007 Newton et al., , 2011 , while contrasting findings were found in the DMN, that showed either an increase or a decrease of task-associated connectivity (Fransson, 2006; Gordon et al., 2014; Hampson et al., 2006; Newton et al., 2011) .
The only network where changes of ReHo were uncorrelated to changes of FC was the VAN. Comparing Fig. 2 with Fig. 4 , the effect seems related to a small task-related FC modulation when probed at Fig. 7 . ROI-based task vs rest FC relationship. Functional connectivity at rest was highly correlated to functional connectivity at task. Correlations were computed between the rest and task group-level 110-ROIs matrices (A). The same correlation was computed separately for each set of ROIs belonging to a given ICA-derived network (B, within-network plots) and for each set of ROIs correlations belonging to a given couple of networks (C, between-network plots). Network membership is marked by different colours. In each plot, the fit of the linear model in eq. (1) is also plotted. As reference, color-coded ROIs correlations in (B) and (C) are plotted on top of all possible ROI correlations, marked in light-grey colour. network scale. Inspection of Fig. 5 indicates that the cause is probably the relatively heterogeneous response within the ICA-derived VAN network. Indeed, anterior part of VAN, specifically the middle temporal gyrus, at highest parcellation schemes (from 146) showed a substantial increase of connectivity to DMN and a decrease of connectivity to SMN. The effect is much lower in the posterior section of VAN (see Fig. 5 ). The fact that the described behaviour disappears in presence of parcellation into larger ROIs may indicate that it is governed by phenomena that have a high spatial specificity, but it can be related also to the exclusion of an increased proportion of boundary areas between networks in presence of larger ROIs (see methods). Even in the context of an overall preserved topology (see below), these results indicate a possible task-driven dissociation within the VAN. Our study was not specifically aimed at identifying flexible areas (i.e., areas shifting between networks, e.g., Bray et al., 2015) , nonetheless, some connectivity changes, involving (beyond VAN) nodes in FPN, DAN, DMN and sensorial areas, were especially conspicuous (Fig. 6) .
The described changes of within-network FC were widespread (Fig. 2 ) and were significant both in DMN and in SMN, DAN, VIS, FPN and VAN, the latter group being broadly overlapped to the "task positive" network, as introduced by Fox et al. (2005) . It should be noted that the stimulation was an attention-demanding task but included also auditory and visual cues with in addition a modest motor task for the feedback, and indeed the conventional functional response was pervasive as well (Supplementary Figure 2 ). ReHo changes were more consistent across the cortex. In contrast, previous studies have shown mainly localized ReHo enhancements during conventional motor task performance in humans (Lv et al., 2013; Zang et al., 2004) and in rodents (Goelman, 2004) .
Task level effect
FC and ReHo showed a tendency to respond to task level, but this effect did not reach generalized statistical significance, thus all the subsequent results refer to the averaged effect of the two task levels. It should be noted, however, that the small effect of task level, when present, was coherent with the mean change, i.e., increase of task difficulty tended to further reduce functional connectivity and ReHo. Such trend is in agreement with Esposito et al. (2006) who reported a task level related increment of deactivation in DMN and in conceptual agreement with Newton et al. (2011) who, however, reported the opposite change of connectivity in response to a similar n-back task. Several fMRI studies showed that increasing WM load mainly results in a deeper involvement of the same networks, thus increasing the degree of either activation or deactivation, according to the brain area, without substantial pattern changes Newton et al., 2011; Pyka et al., 2009) , However, other studies reported that modulations of task load can effectively recruit new areas (Tomasi et al., 2007) or elicit internal differentiation within the involved areas (Gould et al., 2003) . We were not able to find a consistent effect of task load, while the mean effect of task was very strong. This result can be related to the fact that FC and ReHo changes between epochs at different task level were much more similar to changes among rest epochs than to changes between task and rest (see Figs. 2-4) . Ultimately, a higher sensitivity would be needed to confirm subtle effects of WM load.
Stability of topology
Despite the diffuse and massive changes of the connectivity strength at both local and large scale, and of the opposite sign of connectivity change within and between networks, the overall topology of cortical connectivity was surprisingly stable, in agreement with the suggestion that the architecture of functional connectivity at rest is the main determinant of functional networks during activation (Cole et al., 2014) . This effect can be understood considering that ΔFC is a negative function of FC R in the whole brain (Table 1) , and the overall sign of ΔFC is mainly determined by FC R (the linear term of eq. (2) explains 36% of ΔFC variance). The DMN did not show any specific tendency to disengage Table 1 General linear model results of task vs rest connectivity across networks. A linear model between functional connectivity at rest and task was tested according to equation FC T ¼ β 1 FC R þ β 0 . The switch from rest to task is mainly explained by two effects: a rigid, whole-brain switch to higher values of connectivity (β 0 ) and a positive, but less than unitary, slope between connectivity at task and at rest (β 1 ). These two effects are broadly uncorrelated, but they showed inverse correlation in some networks, as indicated by correlation values between β 0 and β 1 highlighted in red. Significance is marked with asterisk: *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05, FDR corrected. . In all matrices, the main diagonal elements were replaced with correlations between accuracy and within-network FC. B) Plots show correlations between working-memory subjects' accuracy and β 1 (left) and β 0 (right) values. Performance did not show any significant correlation with β 0 (p-FDR > 0.9), while they showed strong negative correlations with β 1 for within DMN connectivity, VAN-DAN and VAN-DMN connectivity . In all plots significant correlations are marked with asterisks: * p-FDR < 0.05. from other networks during task. In contrast, the DMN connectivity change in response to task was very similar to the connectivity change in other networks. Our observations can be explained by means of multi-scale synchronization. We propose that the change of functional connectivity during task is related to the overlapping of widespread, specialized processes at smaller scale, that increment specialization (i.e., decrease connectivity) in smaller areas, resulting in an average increase of heterogeneity, that causes a reduction of mean network connectivity. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that in 5 out of 6 networks, the change of network-scale connectivity was correlated with the change of ReHo (Fig. 4B) . Notably, the only network where this correlation was not present is VAN, which showed a peculiar dissociation behaviour, as discussed above.
A possible confound suggested by our results is the massive change of between and within-network connectivity associated with task execution, a change that apparently involved all the considered networks, covering the majority of the cerebral cortex. In this context, techniques relying on averaging signals across the brain (global signal regression or related approaches, as used in Fransson, 2006; Hampson et al., 2002; Lowe et al., 2000; Newton et al., 2007; Newton et al., 2011) are supposed to rescale the connectivity changes between epochs, referring them to an average common behaviour in the same guise they mathematically mandate the emergence of spatial anticorrelations (Murphy et al., 2009 ). This can be especially true when considering that the change of FC within the DMN, which was the focus of all the mentioned works, had in our results the same sign, but a lower amplitude than in many other networks (Fig. 2) . Whether referring regional task responses to the global brain signal is appropriate or not depends on the asked question and on the non-neural content of the latter (Murphy and Fox, 2017) . In any case, the results that derive from a voxelwise measure, not affected by an arbitrary seed or threshold choice (the multi-scale analysis and ReHo), indicate that connectivity changes induced by task within the DMN are similar to and have the same sign of changes induced in task-positive networks.
Behavioural relevance of connectivity changes
Some of our connectivity findings were behavioural relevant at rest. Among the other network pairs, resting connectivity between DMN, DAN, VAN and VIS and between VAN and VIS was correlated to working memory accuracy, suggesting that large scale integration is a prerequisite for proper task performance. Behavioural relevance of connectivity at task was more focused, being confined to connectivity between DMN, SMN and VAN. The most conspicuous feature, however, was the lack of behavioural significance of connectivity change itself, together with a significant inverse correlation between the slope of connectivity at task vs connectivity at rest within the DMN and between VAN and DAN/DMN. Apparently, the bulk and widespread changes of connectivity we reported represent an overall effect that does not capture the behaviourally significant modulation of brain networks.
Indeed, the presence of a significant intercept in eq. (2) introduces a non-linear term in ΔFC, indicating that the change of connectivity is not related to connectivity at rest by a strictly linear relationship. This is especially important for studies focusing on connectivity changes. Indeed, from eq. (2), it is apparent that in presence of β 1 slightly under unity, connectivity change related to task (and in particular its sign) is determined by the interplay between the amplitude of positive β 0 and the small negative slope β 1 À 1, that implies a change of connectivity decreasing with increased connectivity at rest. In these conditions, the sign of the change is biased by the distribution of connectivity values at rest, with connections characterized by higher connectivity at rest more likely to end with a negative change.
Our results indicate that the behaviourally significant changes of connectivity are rather specific at network level. The relevant changes involve the connectivity between the ventral attention network on one side, and the dorsal attention network and the DMN on the other side, as well as the connectivity within the DMN. In all cases a reduced linear dependence of connectivity at task vs connectivity at rest (i.e. a lower slope, or a higher network reconfiguration) is related to an increased accuracy during an n-back task. This result is essentially opposite to the findings by Schultz and Cole (2016) , reporting that in three different tasks an increased similarity between whole brain networks at rest and task (i.e. less reconfiguration during the task) predicts behavioural performance. This incongruence can be related to various reasons. The Schultz and Cole study involved a large number of subjects from the Human Connectome Project dataset, possibly highlighting some subtle whole-brain overall effect that was beyond detectability in our sample, while authors did not focus on network specific effects. This possibility is strengthened by the fact that authors found correlations also between network similarity and general intelligence, an effect likely to be unspecific to any given network. Moreover, the experimental approach was different, because Schultz and Cole exploited block designed short tasks, barely containing any power from the lowest part of the band of interest for BOLD low-frequency fluctuations, and relied on task regression, thus including a corresponding increased weight of hemodynamic transients (or rather, of discrepancy between subjective haemodynamic transients and the "canonical" response used in the modelling, see also Havlicek et al., 2017) . This fact, compounded with the use of full-band analysis, biased the results towards a frequency band higher than the band we explored. If confirmed, this interpretation would strengthen the hypothesis that different bands of low-frequency fluctuations convey a substantially distinct information content (Betti et al., 2013; Tommasin et al., 2017) . It should be noted that inclusion of higher frequencies in the analysis can have an impact on other aspects of connectivity changes as well, including the scale invariance we observed. Indeed, there is interaction between frequency of neurophysiological activity and spatial scale of its correlation structure (Hipp et al., 2012) .
Our finding possibly help understanding while previous results had shown relationship between connectivity within DMN (and other networks) and performance, but generally failed to report a significant behavioural correlate of the connectivity change itself (Caceda et al., 2015; Hahamy et al., 2015; Hampson et al., 2006; Sadaghiani et al., 2015) . In more general terms, the rather low specificity of the overall connectivity changes we observed, as well as the fact that it is influenced by a behaviourally irrelevant parameter β 0 and by connectivity at rest, questions the utility of the raw change of connectivity as metric in dynamic studies.
The fact that increases and decreases of connectivity coexist in a segregated and functionally meaningful distribution (Fig. 5 ) strongly speaks against possible artefactual origin of the effect. Indeed, restingstate fMRI confounds including vascular effect and head motion, are global in nature (Murphy et al., 2013) , and do not follow network boundaries. Moreover, extensive preliminary testing showed that the results, and in particular the sign of the change of connectivity, is not impacted by different censoring approaches (see Methods), indicating that motion did not play a significant role in our results. The reported whole brain effect finds a physiological substrate in the large scale BOLD response to simple tasks (Gonzalez-Castillo et al., 2015 and references therein), and more directly in the widespread response to the task shown in Supplementary Figure 2 .
Finally, our results indicate that without a proper normalization against reference connectivity values, the raw connectivity change may not be the most physiologically meaningful parameter. In this context, it is important to note that vascular reactivity is a powerful modulator of fMRI response, and it has been recently shown that vascular reactivity spatially modulates resting functional connectivity and amplitude of BOLD fluctuations (Golestani et al., 2016) . Considering also the large range of intersubjective variability of vascular reactivity (Lipp et al., 2015) , it would be interesting to assess the role of vascular reactivity in determining connectivity changes associated to task. Given that it cannot be excluded that effects like those we reported can be present not only between epochs, but also between subjects, the point deserves further investigation, also in consideration of the large and increasing use of change of connectivity to study neurodegeneration.
Extrapolation to different domains
It is interesting to analyse to which extent our results can be extended to different cognitive domains and loads. The experiment was based on an auditory WM task that also involved the activity of other domains as highlighted above. The corresponding fMRI response spanned substantially the whole cortex (Supplementary figure 2) .
Task-related decreases of within-network connectivity and increases of between-network connectivity have been repeatedly reported for several combinations of networks during attention (Kwon et al., 2017; Spadone et al., 2015) , while various studies involving parametrically modulated WM tasks indicated a monotonic network modulation with cognitive load, e.g., in terms of change of connectivity within the DMN or of integration between several large scale networks (Vatansever et al., 2015a) . Cole and colleagues identified common patterns of connectivity at rest and during several task states, encompassing multiple domains, and reported crucially that there is a set of consistent network changes across all tasks (Cole et al., 2014) . These findings taken together suggest that our results may generalize to different scenarios, however this hypothesis deserves further experimental investigation.
Conclusions
We conclude that the execution of a sustained working memory task, compounded with simple but coordinated motor and visual tasks, induces widespread changes of functional connectivity strength, with a spatial extent previously unreported. These changes showed the same trend at any probed connectivity range, and were dominated by connectivity at rest. The topology of network connectivity was largely unaffected by the task at whole cortex scale. Our results indicate that a multi-scale synchrony of the endogenous low-frequency BOLD fluctuations may represent a sustained global feature, whose strength modulations do not change the distributed features of the brain networks, and are possibly not relevant in absolute terms, being both linearly dependent on connectivity at rest and behaviourally irrelevant. On the contrary, our result supports the idea that controlling the connectivity changes for the value of connectivity at rest allows the identification of behaviourally relevant changes of brain connectivity, highlighting that an increased reconfiguration of involved networks (VAN, DAN and DMN) between rest and task foster increased task performance.
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